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Although comprehensively described during early neuronal development, the role of DNA methylation/demethylation in neuronal
lineage and subtype specification is not well understood. By studying two distinct neuronal progenitors as they differentiate to principal
neurons in mouse hippocampus and striatum, we uncovered several principles governing neuronal DNA methylation during brain
development. (1) The program consists of three stages: an initial genome-wide methylation during progenitor proliferation is followed by
loss of methylation during the transition of regional progenitors to “young” hippocampal/striatal neurons, which is then reversed by gain
in methylation during maturation to subtype-specific neurons. (2) At the first two stages, gain and loss of methylation are limited to CpGs,
whereas during the third maturation stage, methylation also occurs at non-CpG sites in both lineages. (3) Methylation/demethylation,
similar to transcription, are initially highly similar in the two lineages, whereas diversification in methylation and transcription during
maturation creates subtype-specific methylation differences. (4) Initially, methylation targets all genomic locations, whereas later,
during early and late differentiation, the preferred targets are intronic/intergenic sequences with enhancer-like activity. (5) Differentially
methylated genes are enriched in sequential neurodevelopmental functions (such as progenitor proliferation, migration, neuritogenesis,
and synaptic transmission); upregulated genes represent current and consecutive stage-specific functions, and downregulated genes
represent preceding functions that are no longer required. The main conclusion of our work is that the neuronal methylation/demethyl-
ation program is predominantly developmental with minimal lineage specificity, except in the final stage of development when neuron
subtype-specific differences also emerge.
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Introduction
An important question in neuroscience is to understand how
neuronal lineages, and the large number of neuronal subtypes,

are established in the CNS during development and how this
program is perturbed in neurodevelopmental disorders. Neuro-
nal development is driven by a transcriptional program consist-
ing of morphogens, their downstream intracellular signaling
pathways, and associated transcription factors. Accessibility of
these factors to DNA is regulated by epigenetic mechanisms such
as DNA methylation (Moore et al., 2013). An alternative model is
that DNA methylation is secondary to regulation that cooperates
with other factors to solidify the regulatory state (Stadler et al.,
2011; Thurman et al., 2012).

Compared to DNA binding proteins and cofactors, relatively lit-
tle is known regarding the role of DNA methylation in neuronal
development. Studies with neuronal progenitors, differentiated in
vitro from embryonic stem cells (ESCs), showed that pluripotency
genes are methylated and repressed whereas a subset of genes, which
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Significance Statement

Our work is the first to describe a set of relatively simple rules that govern DNA methylation and demethylation in neuronal
development in vivo. By dividing neurodevelopment to three major stages and applying rules to each of them, we created a matrix
that comprehensively describes DNA methylation/demethylation events in two neuronal lineages, with a total of 10 cell types
spanning the entire neurodevelopment. Beyond increasing our understanding of the epigenetic regulation of normal develop-
ment, our work will be useful in deciphering how environmental perturbations, such as gestational toxins, drugs, stress, infection,
and offspring neglect/maltreatment, interfere with the developmental methylation program.
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are active in terminally differentiated neurons, become hypomethy-
lated and bivalent (Mohn et al., 2008; Hirabayashi and Gotoh, 2010).
Another report described hypomethylation at enhancer-like ele-
ments and increased expression at nearby genes in similar neuronal
progenitors (Stadler et al., 2011). However, an in vitro differentiation
system may not capture the complexities of lineage and neuro-
nal subtype diversification and corresponding DNA methylation
changes occurring in vivo. Finally, Lister et al., 2013 studied DNA
methylation during mouse development, but in a mixed population
of telencephalic neurons. Therefore, our aim was to determine DNA
methylation differences between two prototypical neurons, hip-
pocampal glutamatergic and striatal GABAergic, and their precur-
sors at single-base resolution to assess the contribution of DNA
methylation to neuronal development and subtype specification.

Hippocampal and striatal neurons differ in fundamental
characteristics, including their origin, neurotransmitter identify,
and function. Hippocampal principal neurons, which include
CA1 and CA3 pyramidal neurons as well as dentate gyrus (DG)
granule cells (GCs), derive from the most medial domain of the
dorsal, whereas striatal projection neurons (medium spiny neu-
rons or MSNs) derive from the ventral telencephalon. Whereas
hippocampal neurons are involved in spatial learning/memory
and navigation, MSNs are associated with coordination of move-
ment (dorsal or dMSNs) and reward processes (ventral or
vMSNs). The hippocampal circuit is often implicated in epileptic
seizures, and hippocampal neurons are one of the first neuronal
subtypes affected in Alzheimer’s disease. In contrast, MSNs de-
generate in Huntington’s disease and receive projections from
dopamine neurons that are lost in Parkinson’s disease.

Differentiation of ESCs to neuron-restricted neuronal pro-
genitors and then to subtype-specific neurons in the CNS is a
gradual process of diversification. ESCs in the inner cell mass of
the embryonic day 3.5 (E3.5) blastocyst undergo progressive fate
restriction and sequentially give rise to tissue-specific multipo-
tent progenitor cells, including hippocampal progenitors (HPs)
and striatal progenitors (SPs), in the E9.5–E10.5 telencephalon
(Fig. 1A,B, developmental stage 1). HPs are derived from the
epithelium of the ventricular germinal layer, whereas SPs are de-
rived from the lateral ganglionic eminence (LGE; Bayer, 1980;
Deacon et al., 1994; Wilson and Rubenstein, 2000). The regional
specification of these progenitors is regulated by morphogens pro-
duced in patterning centers (Wnt dorsally and sonic hedgehog ven-
trally; Ericson et al., 1995; Galceran et al., 2000; Campbell, 2003). The
graded signaling of dorsal and ventral morphogens is translated into
regional transcription factor codes (Horton et al., 1999; Galceran et
al., 2000; Wilson and Rubenstein, 2000; Yun et al., 2001). The next
phase in neuronal development, between E10.5 and E17.5, is neuro-
genesis and early differentiation that produce postmitotic “young”
cornu ammonis of the hippocampus (yCA) neurons from HPs in
the CA region of the hippocampus (Altman and Bayer, 1990a; Fig.
1A,B, developmental stage 2). Neurogenesis of yGCs in the develop-
ing DG of the hippocampus is delayed, peaking during the first week
of postnatal (P) life in rodents (Altman and Bayer, 1990b). Propaga-
tion/differentiation of SPs occur between E13.5 and E17.5, produc-
ing postmitotic yMSNs in the developing striatum (Wichterle et al.,
2001). Final maturation of neurons in both the hippocampus and
striatum begins prenatally and continues postnatally (Fig. 1A,B, de-
velopmental stage 3).

Materials and Methods
Mice. Animal experiments were performed in accordance with the
Weill Cornell Medical College Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee guidelines. All mice were group-housed up to five per

cage, with a 12 h light/dark cycle and with lights on at 6:00 A.M. Food
and water were available ad libitum. Wild-type C57BL/6 males were
purchased from The Jackson Laboratory. Conditional Dnmt3a
knock-out males were generated by breeding C57BL/6 mice carrying
floxed Dnmt3a alleles (Dnmt3af/f; Kaneda et al., 2004; provided by
Riken BioResource Center) and mice heterozygous for the tamoxifen
(Tam)-inducible nestin-cre-ERT2 transgene (cre; Chen et al., 2009;
kindly provided by Luis Parada, University of Texas Southwestern
Medical Center, Dallas, TX). Dnmt3af/f females were crossed with
Dnmt3af/f cre males to obtain Dnmt3af/f and Dnmt3af/f cre littermates.
To induce Cre-mediated Dnmt3a excision, pregnant females were
injected with 6.7 �g/kg Tam at E13.5, as described previously (Chen
et al., 2009). Because gestational tamoxifen injection interferes with
females’ maternal care behavior, newborn pups were cross-fostered to
WT mothers.

Tissue collection for DNA isolation. E14 ESCs were cultured as de-
scribed previously (Oh et al., 2013). Hippocampal progenitors were mi-
crodissected from the epithelium of the ventricular germinal layer,
whereas striatal neuronal progenitors were isolated from the LGE of
E10.5 embryos. Young CA neurons and young MSNs were dissected
from the early hippocampus and striatum, respectively, from E17.5 em-
bryos. CA1 and CA3 pyramidal neurons and GCs were microdissected
and isolated from frozen dorsal and ventral hippocampal 200 �m sec-
tions of 8- to 10-week-old male mice. MSNs were isolated as described
previously (Jiang et al., 2008; Matevossian and Akbarian, 2008). Briefly,
dorsal and ventral striatum were dissected. Nuclei were isolated and
incubated with anti-NeuN antibody (Millipore, MAB377X) followed by
FACS at the Weill Cornell Flow Cytometry Core Facility.

Bisulfite sequencing. DNA was isolated from collected tissue using the
DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen). Single-end 50 bp enhanced re-
duced representational bisulfite sequencing was performed as described
previously (Akalin et al., 2012a), using Illumina HiSeq2000 according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. An in-house pipeline was used for
methylation calling and alignment to the mm9 reference genome (Akalin
et al., 2012b). Differential methylation and statistical analysis were per-
formed using the MethylKit package in R (Akalin et al., 2012b) at default
setting. Differentially methylated sites were defined as sites where the
sliding linear model (SLIM)-corrected p-values were �0.01 and the dif-
ference in methylation between two samples was �20%. Differentially
methylated regions (DMRs) were defined as regions containing at least
four differentially methylated sites with distance no greater than 1 kb.
Genomic and CpG island (CGI) annotations were based on Ensmbl data
downloaded from the University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC) ge-
nome browser. Promoters were defined as regions �2 kb from the tran-
scription start site (TSS), whereas exons and introns were defined by
reference. The percentage of total differentially methylated sites in a de-
fined genomic feature was divided by the percentage expected to overlap
each genomic feature by chance, based on the percentage of genomic
space occupied by that feature, to determine the fold change from ex-
pected values. Additional methylation datasets were downloaded from
the UCSC genome browser DNA methylation track hub (Seisenberger et
al., 2012; Smith et al., 2012; Song et al., 2013). All graphs and statistical
analysis were performed using R (www.r-project.org), Bioconductor
(www.bioconductor.org), and ggplot2 (www.ggplot2.org) for visualiza-
tion, unless stated otherwise. Data have been deposited in the Gene Ex-
pression Omnibus (GEO) repository: GSE72700.

RNA-Seq. Adult mice were perfused with 30% RNAlater (Ambion) in
saline. Embryonic and adult hippocampal samples were isolated as for
DNA. Dorsal striata were microdissected from frozen 200 �m adult brain
sections. Total RNA was isolated using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen).
Single-end 50 bp RNA sequencing was performed on an Illumina HiSeq
2000 for HP, SP, yCA, and yMSN samples. RNA from dorsal striatum was
sequenced using 75 bp pair-end sequencing. Adult GC and CA1 pyrami-
dal neuron RNA data were from our previous report (GSE52069ECS; Liu
et al., 2014). ESC RNA data were downloaded from GSE20851. All reads
were aligned to the mm9 reference genome using TopHat software ver-
sion 2.0.11 (Kim et al., 2013). Default parameters were used with the
addition of “–no-novel-juncs” to align exclusively to known genes and
isoforms. Gene counts were performed using the HT-seq program (An-
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Figure 1. Dynamics of neuronal DNA methylation during hippocampal and striatal development. A, Isolation of populations of neuronal progenitors and neurons. Left, Photograph of E10.5
telencephalon illustrating the position of the ammonic/dentate epithelium and LGE, which were the source of HPs and SPs, respectively. Middle, E17.5 telencephalon, showing the developing
hippocampus and striatum, and which served as the source of yCAs and yMSNs. Right, Adult mouse brain sections illustrating the distinct cell body layers of CA1 and CA3 (Figure legend continues.)
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ders et al., 2015) with the parameter “intersection-strict.” Values for fold
change in gene expression were calculated using the EdgeR (Robinson et
al., 2010) package in R, using tagwise dispersion and default parameters.
Differentially expressed genes were defined as genes containing a
Benjamini–Hochberg-corrected p-value �0.05.

Transfection and luciferase reporter assay. Intronic DMRs as well as a
control Drosophila sequence were amplified by PCR [Droso208 forward
(F) sequence: CATAGTACTAGGATCCACGCCTAAAGCAACTCCAC,
Droso208 Reverse (R): GTTACATGTTGGATCCAGGGATGGGCGTTG
GAGA; Crhr1 F: CATAGTACTAGGATCCCGGTCCTCGAATTCCTCA,
Crhr1 R: GTTACATGTTGGATCCCGGTGACTCAGCTGTCCT; Park2 F:
CATAGTACTAGGATCCTCAAGTGGTGGAACTGGG, Park2 R: GTTAC
ATGTTGGATCCCAAGGATCCCGGCTACAG; Htr1a F: CATAGTAC
TAGGATCCCGGCCTAGCCTCAACTCA, Htr1a R: GTTACATGTTG
GATCCCGGTACTTGGGACAAGAG; Grid2 F: CATAGTACTAGGAT
CCCACTGTCTCAATGCAAATCC, Grid2 R: GTTACATGTTGGAT
CCATTTCTTGGGACAACCCAG; Nrxn3 F: CATAGTACTAGGATCC
ACGGTGCCCCCGGGGGTA, Nrxn3 R: GTTACATGTTGGATCCCTC
CCCATCCCGGCAAGC; Gria1 F: CATAGTACTAGGATCCTGGAGT
CCTCCGGGCTGA, Gria1 R: GTTACATGTTGGATCCAGAAAAG
AGCCGGCAGCT] and were cloned into basic (with no promoter or
enhancer activity) and promoter (containing minimal EF1 promoter with
no enhancer activity) pCpG-free backbone vectors (InvivoGen). Plasmids
were constructed using the In-Fusion Cloning Kit (Clontech Laboratories).
N2A cells were cultured in medium containing 88% DMEM � 10 mM

HEPES, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, 10% fetal bovine serum, and 1% L-glu-
tamine in a 5% CO2 37°C incubator. Plasmids were transfected into N2A cell
cultures using Lipofectamine Transfection Reagent (Life Technologies) in
triplicates. Briefly, 200,000 cells were seeded per well in 12-well plates
in 1 ml culture medium. Twenty-four hours later, 1 �g of plasmid
DNA was diluted in 85 �l of Opti-MEM (Life Technologies) in tubes.
After 5 min of incubation, 6 �l of Lipofectamine Transfection Re-
agent was added, followed by 20 min of incubation. A total of 85 �l of
this solution was added to each well of N2A cells. The following day,
medium was aspirated and replaced with 400 �l of culture medium.
Forty-eight hours after transfection, 20 �l aliquots of medium were
sampled into 96-well plates. A total of 100 �l of Quanti-Luc luciferase
substrate (InvivoGen) was added to each well, and plates were read
immediately for luciferase activity. Luciferase activity data are shown
as mean � SEM. Outlier data were excluded based on �2 S.D. from
the mean.

Statistical analysis. One-way or repeated-measures ANOVAs or t
tests were used. Least significant difference (LSD) post hoc analysis
was used to assess statistical significance.

Results
Alternating waves of gain and loss of methylation in the
telencephalon during neuronal development
We determined DNA methylation patterns in two distinct neu-
ronal lineages across development, starting with pluripotent stem
cells that produce dorsal and ventral telencephalic neural progen-
itors which, in turn, differentiate to various hippocampal and
striatal neurons (Fig. 1A,B). In principle, methylation changes
can be measured in two “dimensions” during neuronal develop-
ment; “vertically” through discrete steps of development in
individual lineages (developmental specific) and “horizontally”
across lineages/subtypes at each developmental stage (Fig. 1C).
Differences in developmental methylation between lineages cre-
ate lineage/subtype specificity. ESCs, which can be differentiated
toward the neuronal fate (Kamiya et al., 2011), were used as
reference. Mouse ESCs, presumably because of their serial prop-
agation in culture, have a DNA methylation pattern similar to
that of E6.5 epiblasts (Mohn et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2012), the
last of pluripotent undifferentiated cells in the embryo (Papaio-
annou et al., 1975). Indeed, we found a high concordance be-
tween methylation in our ESCs and that in E6.5 epiblasts (Smith
et al., 2012) at CpG sites (t � 586.375, df � 79,829, p � 2.2e� 16;
r � 0.9008746). Because of its higher coverage, our ESC dataset
was used in all studies. Progenitors and young neurons were iso-
lated by microdissection from cryosectioned slices of E10.5 and
E17.5 brains, respectively. Neuronal cell bodies of adult glutama-
tergic CA pyramidal neurons and GCs were isolated from
cryoslices from the granule cell layer of DG and the stratum py-
ramidale of the hippocampus (Fig. 1A). These regions have a very
low number of non-glutamatergic neurons (i.e., interneurons)
and non-neuronal cells (i.e., GFAP-positive glia). Although the
striatum has a higher number of non-neuronal cells, �95% of
neurons are MSNs within the striatum (Tepper and Bolam,
2004). Therefore, MSN-enriched neuronal populations were ob-
tained by FACS following staining for the neuronal marker NeuN
of adult brains, as described previously (Jiang et al., 2008). More-
over, the threshold for differential methylation was set to 20% (in
addition to a statistical difference at SLIM-corrected p � 0.01) to
further assure that changes in methylation are related to the most
abundant cell types (i.e., CA1, CA3 neurons etc.) in the samples.
The 10 isolated populations of cells, ranging from pluripotent
ESCs through neuronal progenitors to young and mature post-
mitotic neurons, were subjected to bisulfite sequencing. Methyl-
ation at �1.5 million CpGs and �7 million non-CpGs was
measured genome-wide at relatively CpG-rich and gene-rich re-
gions that included �2⁄3 of the promoters, 3⁄4 of the CpG islands,
and a substantial fraction of exons (Gu et al., 2011; Akalin et al.,
2012a). To test reproducibility, the GC genomes of six mice were
individually bisulfite sequenced. This analysis revealed a high
concordance of methylation status between the replicates (Pear-
son’s correlation coefficient 0.98 – 0.99).

When plotted along chromosomes, differentially methylated
sites were either sparsely distributed or clustered in groups of �4 in
areas of a few hundred base pairs (Fig. 1C). Although methylation
changes at single CpG sites can result in significant functional
changes, we focused on regions with clustered differentially methyl-
ated sites as they more reliably predict true differential methylation,
given the nature of multiple testing (Bock, 2012). Furthermore, be-
cause we aimed to identify DMRs that are defined by the actual
location of clustered differentially methylated sites with methylation
changes in both directions, rather than an arbitrary window size with
a change in average methylation, we chose to specify DMRs as re-

4

(Figure legend continued.) neurons and GCs, as well as the dorsal MSNs (dMSN) in the dorsal
striatum and ventral MSNs (vMSN) in the ventral striatum or nucleus accumbens (NAc). E17.5
and adult brain images are from http://developingmouse.brain-map.org. B, Schematic dia-
gram of the developmental “tree” of hippocampal and striatal lineages in the telencephalon.
DNA methylation changes were studied during three consecutive developmental periods that
span the production of progenitors (stage 1), neurogenesis and early differentiation to “young”
(y) neurons (stage 2), and maturation to subtype-specific neurons (stage 3). d, Dorsal; v, ventral;
CPu, caudate–putamen; NAc, nucleus accumbens. C, Methylation differences are analyzed ver-
tically, through development within lineages and horizontally, across lineages and subtypes.
DMRs are defined as regions with 4 or more clustered differentially methylated sites. D, Hyper-
methylation and hypomethylation at CpGs (gray bars) and CpHs (black bars) during the three
developmental periods, as shown in A. E, Extensive overlap between lineages during prolifer-
ation and early differentiation but diversification in differentially methylated sites during mat-
uration. F, Lineage differences in CpG and CpH methylation across development and subtype-
specific methylation differences in mature neurons. G, Developmental time course of Tet mRNA
levels. cpm, Count per million mapped reads. H, Inactivation of Dnmt3a in developing GCs by
Tam-induced Cre prevents gain in methylation during GC maturation. Tam, tamoxifen; cre,
nestin-cre-ERT2. I, Developmental and lineage-specific methylation and gene expression
changes/differences have parallel trajectories.
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gions containing a minimum of 4 differentially methylated sites,
either at CpG or non-CpG (CpH) dinucleotides. We selected the
distance between two differentially methylated sites to be no greater
than 1 kb, but the actual average distance between clustered sites was
only 40–60 bps. The size of DMRs ranged between 294 and 334 bps
and contained 5.8–7.3 differentially methylated sites across develop-
mental stages and between neuronal subtypes (Fig. 1C). DMRs were
not enriched in CpG islands as they typically had lower CpG content
and resided distal to transcriptional start sites (see below). The re-
producibility of identifying DMRs was demonstrated by the high
concordance between clustered differentially methylated sites dur-
ing the transition of young neurons to mature GCs in two sets of
neurons (Pearson’s correlation coefficient 0.801, t � 94.6022, df �
4968, p-value �2.2e�16).

We found large-scale changes in methylation, with alternating
hyper-, hypo-, and, again, hypermethylation, through the three
distinct periods of neuronal development (Fig. 1D). During the
establishment of progenitors (up to E10.5), approximately one
tenth of the 1.48 and 1.36 million profiled CpG sites were differ-
entially methylated within clusters (10.4% and 9.6% of CpGs in
HPs and SPs, respectively). Most of these changes involved hy-
permethylation (93.4% and 92.6% in HPs and SPs, respectively,
Fig. 1D). Methylation at CpHs was minimal (�0.1%). Since the
genome of ESCs, but not of fibroblasts and most somatic cells, is
methylated at non-CpG sites (Ramsahoye et al., 2000; Lister et al.,
2009; Ziller et al., 2011), loss of CpH methylation during early
neuronal development was also assessed. In line with these stud-
ies, we found that 2.5% of all methylated cytosines were at CpHs
in ESCs and that CpH methylation was reduced by 94% during
the transition from ESC to progenitors. Overall, the �100,000
differentially methylated sites (almost exclusively CpGs) clus-
tered into 20,588 and 18,296 DMRs, corresponding to 12,872 and
11,909 genes, for the hippocampal and striatal lineages (Fig. 1I,
stage 1).

During neurogenesis/early differentiation, as progenitors
gave rise to young postmitotic neurons, there was a substantial
loss of methylation and/or active demethylation, both in the
dorsal and ventral telencephalon (Fig. 1D). Again, changes were
almost exclusively at CpG sites. Overall, the �25,000 – 45,000
differentially methylated sites clustered into 7625 and 6067
DMRs, corresponding to 5569 and 4107 genes, for the hippocam-
pal and striatal lineages (Fig. 1I, stage 2).

Finally, during the third period, as young neurons matured to
field-specific CA1/CA3 pyramidal neurons, GCs and MSNs,
methylation again increased (Fig. 1D). Substantially more meth-
ylation occurred in the striatal than in the hippocampal lineage.
In contrast to the two previous developmental periods, methyl-
ation in this period involved not only CpGs but a substantial
number of CpH sites (23.2% and 33.2% of all methylated cyto-
sines in CA1 neurons and MSNs, respectively), in particular in
CpA context. This finding is consistent with previous reports
describing significant CpH methylation, predominantly at CpAs,
in neurons (Ramsahoye et al., 2000; Lister et al., 2009; Ziller et al.,
2011; Harris et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2012). Overall, the �50,000 –
100,000 differentially methylated sites clustered into 8028 and
18,717 DMRs, corresponding to 5770 and 9787 genes, during the
yCA to CA1 and yMSN to dMSN transitions, respectively (Fig. 1I,
stage 3). In conclusion, the neuronal genome undergoes alternat-
ing, largely unidirectional changes, at consecutive stages of neu-
ronal development. Whereas a previous in vivo developmental
study indicated simultaneous methylation and demethylation
during neuronal differentiation (Lister et al., 2013), our data,
presumably because of their higher temporal resolution, show a

distinct phase with loss of methylation between two phases of
gain in methylation.

Regulation of loss and gain of methylation during
neuronal differentiation
The mostly uniform hypomethylation during the progenitor to
young neuron transition (stage 2, Fig. 1D) may be explained
by passive loss of methylation because of the proliferation of
neuronal progenitors, in the apparent absence of significant DNA
methylation. Nevertheless, a number of active demethylation
mechanisms exist and therefore we surveyed the expression of all
known enzymes with confirmed or putative DNA demethylase
activity by RNA-Seq. We found a 5- and 7-fold increase, respec-
tively, in apobec2 expression in yCA neurons and yMSNs, relative
to that in HPs and SPs. Although the AID/APOBEC family has
been implicated in demethylation (Fritz and Papavasiliou, 2010),
differentially methylated sites that were hypomethylated in P5
WT yGCs were similarly hypomethylated in apobec2�/� yGCs
(kindly provided by Nina Papavasiliou, The Rockefeller Univer-
sity), indicating no consequence of the absence of the protein on
methylation during neuronal differentiation (data not shown).
Alternatively, loss of methylation could be due to the 10 –11
translocation (TET) family of enzymes via hydroxylation, fol-
lowed by reversion to unmethylated cytosines through iterative
oxidation and thymine DNA glycosylase-mediated base excision
repair (Kohli and Zhang, 2013). Expression of Tet1 and Tet2 were
high in ESCs but declined from the progenitor stage and re-
mained low through neurogenesis and maturation. In contrast,
expression of Tet3 was initially low in ESCs, higher in progenitors
and young neurons, and again low in mature neurons (Fig. 1G).
Since this time course is consistent with loss of methylation be-
tween the progenitor and young neuron stages, Tet3 may con-
tribute to demethylation during stage 2 of development.

In the next developmental stage, characterized by the transi-
tion of young to mature neurons in the hippocampus and stria-
tum (stage 3, Fig. 1D), there was an overall gain in methylation at
both CpG and non-CpG sites. The de novo methyltransferase
DNMT3a is essential for CpH methylation (Ramsahoye et al.,
2000; Ziller et al., 2011; Arand et al., 2012). Therefore, we condi-
tionally inactivated Dnmt3a by tamoxifen-inducible nestin-
creERT2, from E13.5 in the hippocampus (75– 85% knockdown
efficiency), before the beginning of the young to adult GC tran-
sition at E17.5. This prevented the developmental gain in meth-
ylation in GCs (Fig. 1H), implicating DNMT3a in the gain of
methylation during GC maturation.

Lineage-specific DNA methylation and transcriptional
differences are minimal during neuronal proliferation and
early neuronal differentiation, but substantial during
neuronal maturation
Although a large number of sites were differentially methylated dur-
ing the ESC to progenitor transition in the two lineages (�100,000,
Fig. 1D), most of them (76% and 88% for ESC-HP and ESC-SP,
respectively) mapped to the same CpG sites, with the same direction
of change (Fig. 1E). This high concordance in developmental meth-
ylation between the lineages was reflected in the low number
(�1000) of differentially methylated sites and �500 DMR genes
between HPs and SPs (Fig. 1F,I). Similarly, the large number of
developmental transcriptional changes (�10,000; RNA-Seq, FDR
�0.05) during the transition from ESCs to progenitors, were accom-
panied with a relatively small number of transcriptional differences
(�1000) between HP and SP (Fig. 1I). These data show that initially,
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the methylation and transcriptional programs in the hippocampal
and striatal lineages are highly similar (Fig. 1I).

Despite the large-scale methylation changes during the pro-
genitor to young neuron transition (�25,000 – 45,000; Fig. 1D,
stage 2), most sites were still similarly modified in the two lin-
eages (Fig. 1E). Consequently, the number of lineage-specific dif-
ferentially methylated sites and corresponding DMR genes was
still relatively low (Fig. 1F, I). Transcription showed a similar
trend: large developmental and limited lineage-specific changes
(Fig. 1I). These data indicate that during the progenitor to young
neuron transition, the methylation and transcriptional programs
are still similar in the two lineages, although transcription be-
comes somewhat more diverse between the lineages (Fig. 1I).

In contrast to the previous developmental stages, neural mat-
uration was characterized by 3– 4 times more methylated sites in
the striatum than in the hippocampus (Fig. 1D). This resulted in
less overlap between the lineages (Fig. 1E) and, consecutively,
larger diversity in methylation across lineages (Fig. 1F, I). Tran-
scriptional changes, both developmental and lineage specific,
were on par with these changes (Fig. 1I). Methylation differences
were observed not only between hippocampal and striatal mature
neurons, but between neuronal subtypes within brain regions as
well, particularly in the hippocampus (Fig. 1F). This suggests that

the DNA methylation program progresses in a field-specific
manner in the hippocampus, while the striatal pattern remains
relatively uniform in the dorsal and ventral compartments. This
is consistent with the successive birth and migration of CA3, CA1,
and finally GC neurons in the hippocampus. In contrast, the
dorsal and ventral MSNs, destined to the caudate–putamen and
nucleus accumbens, are produced and migrate simultaneously
(Grove and Tole, 1999; Wichterle et al., 2001). Together, our
results show that the developmental methylation program is
remarkably similar initially in the hippocampus and striatum,
with significant divergence only occurring during neuronal
maturation. The transcriptional program shows a parallel tra-
jectory (Fig. 1I ).

Widespread DNA methylation at partially methylated sites
during neuronal progenitor proliferation
Gain in methylation during the establishment of the progenitor
pool was targeted to sites with an intermediate level of methyl-
ation (25–75%) in ESCs (and in E6.5 epiblasts) and methylation
at these sites shifted to a higher level in both the dorsal and ventral
progenitors (Fig. 2A). Intermediately methylated sites represent a
fraction of all CpGs in ESCs and epiblasts, since methylation is
bimodal, with most CpG sites either methylated (�75%) or un-

Figure 2. Characteristics of DNA methylation during progenitor proliferation. A, Distribution of methylation levels at proliferation-specific differentially methylated sites across development,
compared with the methylation of all CpG sites (Control) in ESC and HP/SP. Sites with intermediate methylation in ESCs (and in epiblasts) are preferentially targeted, while genomic CpGs overall show
a bimodal distribution in ESCs and progenitors (Controls). The sites with intermediate methylation in ESC acquire high methylation level in HPs and SPs and maintain it through neuronal
differentiation. In oocytes and sperms, as well as in zygotes, CpGs at proliferation-specific sites have the typical bimodal methylation distribution and are demethylated during reprogramming in the
inner cell mass (ICM). B, Enrichment and depletion of proliferation-related sites in genomic features (fold difference, compared with the representation of all profiled CpGs). C, Heat map
representation of methylation levels highlighting the permanence of most HP and SP differentially methylated sites across development. D, F, Genes with differential methylation (mean
methylation of differentially methylated sites within a gene) and expression. Hypermethylation during HP and SP proliferation is associated with both gene activation and repression. Numbers in
the individual quadrants represent Parson expression vs methylation correlation p values. E, G, Hypermethylated/upregulated (red) and hypermethylated/downregulated (blue) genes belong to
different functional categories in both the dorsal and ventral telencephalon.
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methylated (�25%; Fig. 2A, Controls). In inbred mice, like those
used in our experiments, intermediate methylation reflects cell-
to-cell variability (except at imprinted genes; Gutierrez-Arcelus
et al., 2013). Indeed, differentially methylated sites on the
X-chromosome were also intermediately methylated in male
ESCs. Intermediate/variable methylation in ESCs and E6.5 epi-
blasts may represent epigenetic mosaicism due to ongoing, yet
uncompleted reprogramming at these sites, that follows the era-
sure of methylation marks in the early embryo (Seisenberger et
al., 2013; Fig. 2A, ICM).

Surveying the genomic location of differentially methylated
sites between ESCs and progenitors, we noticed their exclusion
from CpG-rich areas, such as CGI promoters. This is consistent
with the known resistance of CGIs to methylation (Mohn et al.,
2008; Jones, 2012). Instead, ESC-HP/SP differentially methylated
sites were enriched in multiple other genomic features (Fig. 2B).
This included a substantial fraction of non-CGI promoters (5474
and 4498 in hippocampus and striatum, respectively) which be-
came predominantly methylated (87% and 90% in HP and SP)
relative to ESCs. Although the enrichment was lower, extensive
methylation also occurred at exons, introns, and intergenic re-
gions in progenitors. Heat map representation of the methylation
data indicated that the gain in methylation during progenitor
development was mostly permanent (Fig. 2C). Only 9.6% and
10.2% of the ESC-HP, and 7.5% and 14.3% of the ESC-SP differ-
entially methylated sites, were modified again during the progen-
itor to young neuron and young to mature neuron transitions,
respectively. Only a small fraction of sites (1.9 and 3.5%) were
modified in all three stages of development in the dorsal and
ventral telencephalon.

In accordance with the genome-wide methylation during pro-
liferation, a large number of genes were differentially methylated
(Fig. 1I). Approximately 60% of differentially methylated genes
were also differentially expressed (DMR 	 DE genes) and could
be divided into four categories according to the direction of their
methylation and expression change (Fig. 2D,F). The majority of
DMR 	 DE genes were hypermethylated, consistent with the
overall gain in methylation during this period (Fig. 1D), but were
associated with both gene activation and repression. This indi-
cated no overall correlation between methylation and gene ex-
pression. However, within the hypermethylated and upregulated
genes there was an inverse relationship between methylation and
expression in both the developing hippocampus and striatum.
Moreover, gene ontology analysis by ingenuity pathway anal-
ysis (IPA) showed that the upregulated/hypermethylated
and downregulated/hypermethylated groups of genes were
enriched in different functional categories (Fig. 2 E, G). Upr-
egulated genes were enriched in the cellular processes of pro-
liferation, neuritogenesis, and even neurotransmission. This
suggests that aside from stage-specific changes, epigenetic and
transcriptional changes supporting later differentiation pro-
cesses are also underway. In contrast, downregulated genes
were solely enriched in apoptotic function.

Intronic and intergenic methylation during
neuronal differentiation
Developmental methylation changes, predominantly hypom-
ethylation, during the progenitor to young neuron transition
(Fig. 1B, stage 2) were more prevalent in introns and, to a
lesser extent, in intergenic areas than expected by chance,
while excluded from promoters and exons (Fig. 3A). The mod-
ified sites had a predominantly high methylation level in pro-
genitors, which was drastically shifted to a low methylation

level in yCA neurons and yMSNs (Fig. 3B), as well as in yGCs.
Although loss of methylation during the progenitor to young
neuron transition was mostly permanent in the hippocampus,
a significant fraction of SP-yMSN differentially methylated
sites were remethylated in adult MSNs (Fig. 3C).

During the transition from young to mature neurons (Fig. 1B,
stage 3), intron-specific methylation changes were also more
abundant (Fig. 3E); but instead of loss, sites gained methylation,
both at CpG and CpH sites (Fig. 3F). Introns were also the pre-
ferred targets during GC development.

Intronic DMRs have intrinsic gene-regulatory potential
The preferred intronic localization of DMRs suggested alterna-
tive promoter and/or enhancer function. Therefore, we used lu-
ciferase reporter constructs in neuronal N2A cells to determine
possible transcriptional activity. We selected four relatively short
(�200 bp) intronic DMRs that were hypomethylated in both
yCA neurons and yMSNs, relative to HPs and SPs. One of these
DMRs exhibited promoter activity [Gria1, glutamate receptor
(AMPA) 1], when inserted into a promoterless construct, while
two enhanced the activity of the EF1 promoter (Grid2, glutamate
receptor, ionotropic, delta 2 and Gria1, trend only; Fig. 3D). Ad-
ditionally, two selected intronic DMRs, hypermethylated in CA1
neurons and dMSNs relative to yCA neurons and yMSNs, en-
hanced the activity of the EF1 promoter construct (Park2, parkin
2, and Crhr1, corticotrophin receptor 1; Fig. 3G), but had no
promoter activity. In contrast, an arbitrary 208-bp-long inter-
genic Drosophila sequence had neither promoter nor enhancer
activity. These data indicate that at least some of the intronic
DMRs associated with the transition of progenitors to young
neurons, and young to mature neurons, have intrinsic gene acti-
vation properties and could thus regulate isoform and/or overall
gene expression.

Intersecting DNA methylation and gene expression changes
across neuronal differentiation identifies developmental
stage-specific functional gene clusters
The parallel changes in DNA methylation and gene expression
through development in both the hippocampal and striatal lin-
eages and across lineages suggested that these mechanisms are
linked (Fig. 1I). To gain a better understanding of this relation-
ship, we performed functional analyses with genes that were both
differentially methylated at intronic/intergenic regions and dif-
ferentially expressed.

Consistent with the overall loss of methylation during the
progenitor to young neuron transition (Fig. 1D), the majority of
corresponding DMR 	 DE genes were hypomethylated, but split
to upregulated and downregulated groups along the x-axis (Fig.
4A). This indicated that there is no overall correlation between
methylation and expression. Next, hypomethylated/upregulated
and hypomethylated/downregulated genes were separately ana-
lyzed by IPA and enrichment p values were displayed along the
z-axis (Fig. 4B). Downregulated genes (many of them transcrip-
tion factors) were enriched in brain morphogenesis, in agree-
ment with the closure of major morphogenic processes in the
brain by the end of neuronal proliferation. Upregulated genes
represented functions from neuronal proliferation, through mi-
gration, and neuritogenesis, to synaptic transmission in both the
hippocampal and striatal lineages.

A similar analysis was repeated with genes that were DMR 	
DE during late differentiation/maturation (Fig. 4C,D). Although
this period is characterized by significant methylation (Fig. 1D), a
fraction of DE 	 DMR genes were hypomethylated. Although we
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still identified genes enriched in neuronal proliferation and mi-
gration functions, they were now downregulated, in contrast to
their upregulated status during the previous progenitor to young
neuron transition. This switch from upregulation to downregu-
lation reflects the cessation of proliferation and migration in both
the hippocampal and striatal lineages and was accompanied by
the concurrent switch from hypomethylation to hypermethyl-
ation, similar to what occurs when proximal promoters and en-
hancers are inactivated (Stadler et al., 2011). Another interesting
trend was that genes associated with maturation processes (apo-
ptosis, neuritogenesis and synaptic transmission) underwent two
rounds of hypomethylation/upregulation (Fig. 4D), suggesting a
continuing need for these genes and a stepwise gene-regulatory
process, presumably to meet different demands during early and
late differentiation.

Neuronal subtype-specific DNA methylation and gene
expression changes
Methylation differences between the lineages (hippocampal vs
striatal) emerged in substantial numbers, on par with transcrip-
tional changes, during maturation (Fig. 1F,I). Therefore, we an-
alyzed genes DMR 	 DE between CA1 neurons/GCs and dMSNs
by IPA. This analysis identified well known, as well as unex-
pected, neuron subtype-specific gene expression and functional
differences.

Genes, upregulated in hippocampal relative to striatal neu-
rons (CA1/GC � MSN), were associated with neuritogenesis
and synaptic transmission, suggesting more robust neuronal
plasticity in the hippocampus (Fig. 5A, red and blue columns).
Furthermore, CA1/GC � MSN genes were enriched in the

processes of long-term potentiation (LTP), long-term depres-
sion (LTD), and EPSP, distinctive functions in the hippocam-
pus. In contrast, genes upregulated in MSNs relative to
CA1/GC (MSN � CA1/GC) were associated with striatal LTD,
a process that is different from hippocampal LTD. Striatal
LTD is postsynaptically induced, but presynaptically ex-
pressed, through retrograde endocannabinoid signaling (Ger-
deman et al., 2002), whereas hippocampal LTD is postsynaptic
and involves internalization of synaptic AMPA receptors
(Malenka and Bear, 2004). The different functional categories
of upregulated genes were either hypomethylated or hyperm-
ethylated, suggesting that their regulation might be under dif-
ferent mechanisms.

In addition, genes upregulated in hippocampal relative to stri-
atal neurons were enriched in the molecular function of phos-
phorylation of proteins (Fig. 5B, red and blue columns). In
contrast, genes upregulated in the striatum were enriched in
GABA metabolism and cAMP synthesis, consistent with the neu-
rotransmitter phenotype of MSNs and the Gs/Gi coupling of the
striatal dopamine receptors, respectively. Surprisingly, striatal
upregulated genes were also enriched in membrane lipid synthe-
sis and steroid biosynthesis. In addition to their role as structural
elements, membrane lipids are involved in a multitude of signal-
ing processes and de novo steroid biosynthesis (estrogens, proges-
terone, and androgens; Do Rego et al., 2009). Our data suggest
that lipid signaling and central steroid biosynthesis could be
more prominent in the striatum than in the hippocampus.

Finally, we analyzed genes DE 	 DMR between CA1 neu-
rons and GCs to assess whether concurrent methylation and
expression differences could define neuron subtypes within

Figure 3. Characteristics of DNA methylation during neuronal differentiation from progenitors to young neurons (A–D) and then from young to mature neurons (E–G). A, Enrichment and
depletion of young neuron-specific differentially methylated sites in genomic features (fold difference, compared with the representation of all profiled CpGs). B, Distribution of methylation levels
in 10% bins at HP-yCA and SP-yMSN sites, as well as all profiled CpGs, before (blue) and after (red) the developmental transitions. C, Heat map representation of methylation levels at HP-yCA and
SP-yMSN CpG sites through development, illustrating that loss of methylation during the progenitor to young neuron transition is mostly permanent, except at a fraction of SP-yMSN sites that are
remethylated in adult neurons. D, Selected young neuron-specific DMRs have promoter and/or enhancer-like activity in transfected neuronal N2A cells (ANOVA: basic vector, F6.14 � 3.272, p �
0.032; promoter vector, F6.14 � 13.594, p � 0.0001, LSD post hoc, *p � 0.05, **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.005, #p � 0.01 trend). Luciferase expression is expressed in fold change, relative to activities
in cells transfected with basic (left) and promoter vector (right). Positive controls are basic vector with EF1 promoter (left) and promoter vector with CMV enhancer (right). E, Enrichment and
depletion of mature neuron-specific differentially methylated sites in genomic features (fold difference, compared with the representation of all profiled CpGs). F, Distribution of methylation levels
in 10% bins at yCA-CA and yMSN-MSN sites, as well as at all genomic sites, before (blue) and after (red) the developmental transitions, at CpGs and CpHs. G, Selected mature neuron-specific DMRs
have no promoter but significant enhancer-like activity in N2A cells (ANOVA: promoter vector, F4.10 � 27.983, p � 0.0001, LSD post hoc, *p � 0.05, ***p � 0.005). Luciferase expression
is expressed in fold change as indicated in D. An intergenic Drosophila control sequence has neither promoter nor enhancer activity. Fold change: mean � SE.
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the hippocampus (Fig. 5 A, B, green columns). Genes, upregu-
lated in GCs relative to CA1 neurons, were enriched in the
biological processes of proliferation, migration, and neurito-
genesis. These functions are consistent with the persistent
neurogenesis and neuronal replenishment of GCs throughout
life, as opposed to the lack of adult neurogenesis in the CA1
layer of the hippocampus. Moreover, genes related to the me-
tabolism of phosphatidylinositol membrane lipids were up-
regulated in GCs, suggesting a difference in major signaling
pathways, such as AKT, between GCs and CA1. Finally, sph-

ingolipid metabolism was also a more prominent function in
GCs. Sphingolipids are enriched in raft-like microdomains,
specialized membrane domains where transmembrane signal-
ing occurs through receptors and associated signaling compo-
nents (Sonnino et al., 2007). Genes upregulated in CA1
neurons, relative to GCs, were enriched in only a few specific
functions with modest scores. No functional differences were
found between dMSNs and vMSNs, in agreement with the
minimal methylation differences between these two closely
related neuronal subtypes (Fig. 1F ).

Figure 4. Intersecting DNA methylation and gene expression changes during differentiation identifies developmental stage-specific gene clusters. A, Genes differentially methylated during the
progenitor to young neuron transition are mostly hypomethylated, but can be either upregulated (hypo/up, red) or downregulated (hypo/down, blue). Very few genes are hypermethylated. B, IPA
analysis of hypo/up and hypo/down genes. Enrichment p values for these two groups of genes for highly significant functional categories are displayed in quadrants that correspond to their
expression/methylation status, along the z-axis. No IPA analysis was performed with hyper/up and hyper/down genes because of their low number. Hypo/down genes are associated with the early
steps of brain formation, while hypo/up genes are enriched in a series of neuronal functions that align with the progressive steps of differentiation from migration to synaptic transmission. C, Genes,
differentially expressed during the young to mature neuron transitions, are mostly hypermethylated, especially in the striatal lineage, but a substantial number of hypomethylated genes are also
present. Genes, previously altered during the progenitor to young neuron transition, are highlighted red (previously hypo/up, A) and blue (previously hypo/down). D, IPA analysis of genes
distributed to four groups in C, based on their expression and methylation. Only highly significant functions are displayed. Hyper/down genes are enriched in functions associated with early brain
development, progenitor proliferation, and migration. Hypo/up genes are associated with later differentiation processes, from neuritogenesis to synaptic transmission.

Figure 5. IPA analysis of neuronal subtype-specific DMR 	 DE genes between the hippocampus and striatum (CA1 vs dMSN and GC vs dMSN; red and blue columns, respectively), as well as
between neurons in the hippocampus (green columns). A, Cellular Functions; B, Molecular Functions. Higher expression in one cell type is indicated by the symbol “�.” See Figure 4B for further
description.
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Discussion
Our work describes a set of simple princi-
ples that govern in vivo DNA methylation
and demethylation during neuronal de-
velopment. By dividing neurodevelop-
ment to three major stages and applying
the principles to each of these stages, we
created a matrix that comprehensively de-
scribes DNA methylation and demethyl-
ation events in two neuronal lineages and
five different neuronal subtypes; a total of
10 cell types spanning the entirety of neu-
rodevelopment (Fig. 6).

First, we found alternating large-scale
gain and loss of methylation through
neuronal development. Although ESCs
highly express both Dnmt3a and Dnmt3b,
Dnmt3a is the predominant de novo DNA
methyltransferase involved in the transi-
tion of ESCs to neuronal progenitors (Wu
et al., 2010). Loss of methylation during
early differentiation (E10.5–E17.5) was
associated with an increase in Tet3, sug-
gesting its role in active demethylation, al-
though passive methylation may also play
a role. Indeed, evidence indicates a funda-
mental role for Tet3, and associated active
demethylation, during neuronal differen-
tiation and maturation. Knockdown of
TET2 and TET3 expression in E13.5
mouse embryonic cortex leads to abnor-
mal cortical development at E17.5 (Hahn
et al., 2013), and Tet3 knock-out ESCs
exhibit impaired neurogenesis and in-
creased apoptosis (Li et al., 2015). Meth-
ylation during neuronal maturation
(from P5 in DG) was likely related to
Dnmt3a activity because its conditional
knock-out prevented the gain in methyl-
ation. These data suggest that specific en-
zymes of the methylation/demethylation
machinery may explain the large-scale
changes in methylation dynamics through
development.

The second principle underlying developmental methylation is
related to the dinucleotide context of the methylated and demethyl-
ated cytosines. Initially, gain and loss of methylation are largely lim-
ited to CpG sites (other than the loss of ESC-CpHs), while during
neuronal maturation, methylation also occurs at a significant num-
ber of non-CpG sites in both the hippocampal and striatal lineages.
This finding is consistent with previous observations of non-CpG
methylation in mouse frontal cortex during fetal to young adult
development (Lister et al., 2013) and with the high mCpH content of
the adult brain (Xie et al., 2012; Varley et al., 2013). In summary,
these data indicate that CpH methylation ensues after neurons be-
came postmitotic while undergoing field-specific maturation.

The third principle is that the developmental methylation
program is remarkably similar in the hippocampus and
striatum, with significant divergence only during neuronal
maturation. The transcriptional program shows a similar tra-
jectory, suggesting that methylation and gene expression are
mechanistically linked. Interestingly, the DNA methylation

program of hematopoietic cells is the exact opposite, domi-
nated by lineage-specific, over developmental stage-specific,
methylation changes (Bock et al., 2012).

The fourth principle is that methylation during progenitor
proliferation targets most genomic features, except CGI promot-
ers, while later, during young and mature neuron development,
loss and gain of methylation occurs preferentially at introns. The
initial, large-scale methylation during progenitor proliferation
could promote genome integrity since hypomethylated DNA is
structurally instable and mutable (Eden et al., 2003; Li et al.,
2012). The targeted methylation changes during differentiation
could serve regulatory functions, as some of these sites exhibited
promoter and/or enhancer-like activity.

Finally, differentially methylated genes were enriched in neu-
rodevelopmental functions; hypomethylated/upregulated genes
represented current and consecutive stage-specific functions,
while hypermethylated/downregulated genes represented pre-
ceding functions that are no longer required. While this sug-
gested a relationship between activity and methylation, we found

Figure 6. The five general principles governing DNA methylation during lineage and subtype-specific development. These are
as follows. I, The program consists of three stages. An initial genome-wide methylation during progenitor proliferation is followed
by a loss of methylation during the transition of regional progenitors to “young” hippocampal and striatal neurons, which is then
reversed by a gain in methylation during maturation to subtype-specific neurons. II, At the first two stages, gain and loss of
methylation are mostly limited to CpG sites, while during the third maturation stage methylation also occurs at non-CpG sites in
both lineages. III, Targets of methylation/demethylation are initially highly similar in the two lineages, while diversification in
methylation during maturation creates subtype-specific methylation differences. IV, At first, methylation targets most genomic
features, while later, during early and late differentiation, the preferred targets are intronic and intergenic sequences with pro-
moter and/or enhancer-like activity. V, Differentially methylated genes are enriched in neurodevelopmental functions (from
progenitor proliferation, through migration and neuritogenesis, to synaptic transmission); upregulated genes represent current
and consecutive stage-specific functions, while downregulated genes represent preceding functions that are no longer required.
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no global methylation– expression correlation encompassing all
developmental stages. Therefore, it is possible that correlations
exist only within functionally similar genes during specific stages
of development.

The overarching theme emerging from our work is that neu-
ronal methylation/demethylation is principally associated with
differentiation, with minimal lineage specificity, but later, during
neuronal maturation, methylation may significantly contribute
to neuron subtype specification. Beyond increasing our under-
standing of the epigenetic regulation of normal development, this
work will be useful in research focused on neurodevelopmental
disorders. Neuronal development, like development in general, is
highly vulnerable to environmental perturbations. Developmen-
tal perturbations can lead to persistent abnormalities, exempli-
fied by autism and schizophrenia stemming from severe maternal
gestational infection, or child and adolescent behavioral prob-
lems emerging following pre/postpartum maternal stress and
maltreatment (Cicchetti and Toth, 2005; Yehuda et al., 2008;
Atladóttir et al., 2010). These early life adverse conditions are
associated with persistent alterations in the methylome in human
and animal models (McGowan et al., 2008; Roth et al., 2009; Oh
et al., 2013). Interference with the normal developmental dynam-
ics of DNA methylation or overriding the already established
developmental pattern by adverse early life experiences can be
fundamental in the etiology of the resulting psychopathology or
psychiatric disease-like behaviors in animal models. Our devel-
opmental methylation matrix can be cross-referenced with
disease-associated methylation changes to specify the possible
events and underlying principles that are compromised in
disease.
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